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Forests Lands <forests@industry.nsw.gov.au>

Regional Forest Agreement framework questionnaire
1 message

dpi.communications@dpi.nsw.gov.au <dpi.communications@dpi.nsw.gov.au> Sun, Mar 4, 2018 at 8:47 PM
To: forests@industry.nsw.gov.au

Given name :
Family name:
Organisation:
Mobile phone:
Email:
To publish or not to
publish:
Select your interests:

Other interests:

How effective do you
think the RFAs have
been :
What elements would
you want to see
retained and remain
unchanged :

My completed questionnaire should <strong>only</strong> be published on the Department 
of Primary Industries website once my personal details are removed.

I do not want the RFA's renewed. Great Southern Forest (GSF) Brief is a sensible approach 
to native forest management for beauty, canopy, culture, habitat, heritage, jobs, oxygen, soil, 
water, wildlife, climate mitigation and carbon sequestration. NOT logging for woodchips! The 
logging industry in the south east is losing money and not creating jobs, Reforestoration and 
tourism will create jobs.

Not effective

Dont touch the forests, protect them, not for woodchips to china !!!!

What elements would
you want to change?: Dont touch the forests, protect them, not for woodchips to china !!!!!

Simplifying the RFAs
and removing
redundant or
duplicated
commitments?:

Don't know

Maintaining a strong
focus on triple bottom
line outcomes?:

Important

Updating references to
legislation, codes of
practice or new
regulation? :

Important

Alignment with
contemporary policies
and programs?:

Don't know

Alignment with the
National Forest Policy
Statement and global
agreements on
sustainable forestry?:

Important

Improving review and
reporting
requirements:

Important

What improvements
could be made to the
five yearly review and
consultation
processes?:

I do not want the RFA's renewed. Great Southern Forest (GSF) Brief is a sensible approach
to native forest management for beauty, canopy, culture, habitat, heritage, jobs, oxygen, soil,
water, wildlife, climate mitigation and carbon sequestration. NOT logging for woodchips! The
logging industry in the south east is losing money and not creating jobs, Reforestoration and
tourism will create jobs.Dont touch the forests, protect them, not for woodchips to china !!!!

What improvements
could be made to

I do not want the RFA's renewed. Great Southern Forest (GSF) Brief is a sensible approach
to native forest management for beauty, canopy, culture, habitat, heritage, jobs, oxygen, soil,
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support the day-to-day
implementation of
RFAs?:

water, wildlife, climate mitigation and carbon sequestration. NOT logging for woodchips! The
logging industry in the south east is losing money and not creating jobs, Reforestoration and
tourism will create jobs.Dont touch the forests, protect them, not for woodchips to china !!!!

What further research
and monitoring could
be important to
consider for future
RFAs?:

I do not want the RFA's renewed. Great Southern Forest (GSF) Brief is a sensible approach
to native forest management for beauty, canopy, culture, habitat, heritage, jobs, oxygen, soil,
water, wildlife, climate mitigation and carbon sequestration. NOT logging for woodchips! The
logging industry in the south east is losing money and not creating jobs, Reforestoration and
tourism will create jobs.Dont touch the forests, protect them, not for woodchips to china !!!!

What improvements
could be made to RFA
related
communication?:

I do not want the RFA's renewed. Great Southern Forest (GSF) Brief is a sensible approach
to native forest management for beauty, canopy, culture, habitat, heritage, jobs, oxygen, soil,
water, wildlife, climate mitigation and carbon sequestration. NOT logging for woodchips! The
logging industry in the south east is losing money and not creating jobs, Reforestoration and
tourism will create jobs.Dont touch the forests, protect them, not for woodchips to china !!!!

What improvements
could be made to the
RFA implementation
framework to support a
rolling extension
mechanism?:

I do not want the RFA's renewed. Great Southern Forest (GSF) Brief is a sensible approach
to native forest management for beauty, canopy, culture, habitat, heritage, jobs, oxygen, soil,
water, wildlife, climate mitigation and carbon sequestration. NOT logging for woodchips! The
logging industry in t

What other
improvements could
be made to the RFA
framework?:

I do not want the RFA's renewed. Great Southern Forest (GSF) Brief is a sensible approach
to native forest management for beauty, canopy, culture, habitat, heritage, jobs, oxygen, soil,
water, wildlife, climate mitigation and carbon sequestration. NOT logging for woodchips! The
logging industry in the south east is losing money and not creating jobs, Reforestoration and
tourism will create jobs.Dont touch the forests, protect them, not for woodchips to china !!!!

Attachments: No file uploaded


